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Introduction
This paper is concerned with the design of rrcovt~y schemes for incremental scheduling approaches that sometimes require undoing earlier scheduling decisions in order to complete the construction of a feasible schedule.
Job shop scheduling deals with the allocation of resources over time to perform a collection of tasks. The job shop scheduling model studied in this paper further allows for operations that have to be scheduled within non-relaxable time windows (Le. earliest possible start timdlatest possible f~s h time windows). This problem is a well-known NP-complete Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [Garey 791 . Examples of such problems include factory scheduling problems, in which some operations have to be p e r f d within one or several shifts, spacecraft mission scheduling problem, in which time windows are determined by astronomical events over which we have no control, factory rescheduling problems, in which a small set of operations need to be rescheduled without &sing the schedule of other operations, etc.
A generic approach to solving CSPs relies on depth-first backnack search w a l k e r 60, Golomb 65,Bitner 751. Using this paradigm, scheduling problems are solved through the iterative selection of a variable (i.e. an operation) and the tentative assignment of a value (Le. a resewation) to that variable. If in the proctss of constructing a solution, a partial solution is reached that cannot be completed without violating some of the problem constraints, one or several earlier assignments have to be undone. This process of undoing earlier assignments is referred to as backacking. It deteriorates the efficiency of the search procedure and increases the time required to come up with a solution. While the worst-case complexity of backtrack search is exponential 
The Job Shop Constraint Satisfaction Problem
The job shop scheduling problem raqUires scheduling a set of jobs J = Ifl, ... , j n 1 on a set of physical resources RES={R1, ..., R,]. Each job j l consists of a set of operations 01= [ 0; , ... ,do) to be scheduled according to a process muting that specifies a partial ordering among these operations (e.g. 0: BEFORE 4.
In the job shop CSP studied in this paper, each job j r has a release date rd, and a due-date ddl between which all its operations have to be pehmed. Each A vector of variables is associated with each operation, (1 S 1 S n , 1 5 i S q), which includes:
1. the operation srarl time, sd, and 2. each resource requirement, R;, (1 _< j I p ) for which the operation has several alternatives.
CONSTRATNTS:
The non-unary constraints of the problem are of two types: Each resource requirement du has to be selected from a set of resome alternatives, a!, sRES.
Time is assumed discrete, Le. operation start times and end times can only take integer values.
OBJECTIVE:
In the job shop CSP studied in this paper, the objective is to comc up with a feasible solution as fast as possible. Notice that this objective is different from simply minimizing the number of search states visited. It also mounts f a the time spent by the system deciding which search state to explore next.
The Search Procedure
A depth-first backtrack search procedure is considered, in which search is interleaved with the application of consistency enforcing mechanism and variable/value ordering heuristics that attempt to steer clear of deadend states. Search pnxeeds according to the following steps: These default consistency enforcing schemes and variable&alue ordering heuristics have been reported to outperform several other schemes described in the literature, both generic CSP heuristics and specialized heuristics designed for similar scheduling problems [Sadeh 91, Sadeh 921 . They seem to pmvide a good compmmise between the efforts spent enforcing consistency, ordering variables, or ranking assignments for a variable and the actual savings obtained in search time. Nevertheless, the job shop CSP is NP-complete and, hence, these efficient The remainder of this paper describes new backtracking schemes that help the system recover from deadend states. It will be seen that, when the default consistency enforcing scheme and/or variable ordering scheme are not sufficient to stay clear of deadends, look-back mechanisms can be devised that will modify these schemes so as t o avoid repeahg past mistakes (i.e.so as to avoid reaching similar deadend states).
procedures are not sufficient to guarantee backtrack-& search. 
Dynamic Consistency Enforcement (DCE)
Backtracking is generally an indication that the default consistency enforcing scheme and/or variable/value ordering heuristics used by the search procedure are insufficient to deal with the subproblems at hand, Consequently, if search keeps on relying on the same default mechanisms after reaching a deadend state, it is likely to start thrashing. Experiments ~eported in [Sadeh 91, Sadeh 921 , in which searchalways used the same set of consistency enforcingprocedures and variable/value ordering heuristics, clearly illustrate3 this phenomenon. Search in these experiments exhibited a dual behavior. The vast majority of the problems fell in either of two categories: a category of pmblems that w m solved with no backtracking whatsoever (by far the largest categoq) and a category of problems that caused the search procedure to thrash.
Theoretically, thrashing could be eliminated by tnforcing full consistency in each scarch state. Clearly, such an approach is impractical as it would amount to pcrfonning a complete search.
Instead, our approach consists in (1) heuristically identifying one 01 a few small subproblems that are likely to be at the source of the conflict, (2) determining how far to backtrack by enforcing full consistency among the variables in these small subproblems, and (3) recording conflict infotmation for possible reuse in future backtracking episodes. This approach is operationalid in the context of a backtracking scheme called Dynamic Consistency E&mxment WE). Given a dtadend state and a history of earlier backtmking episodes within the same search space (i.e. while working on the same problem), this technique dynamically identifies small critical resource subproblems expected to be at the source of the current deadend. DCE then backtracks, doing assignments in a chronological order, until a search state is reached, within which consistency has been fully restored in each critical resource subproblem (Le. consistency with respect to capacity constraints in t h e subproblems). Experimental results reported in Section 7 suggest that often, by selectively checking for consistency in small resource subproblems, DCE can quickly recover from deaden&. The remainder of this section further describes the mechanics of this heuristic.
Identifying Critical Resource Subproblems
The critical remurcc subproblems used by DCE consist of goups of operations participating in the current conflict along with groups of critical aperations identified during earlier backtracking episodes involving the same resources. Below, we refer to the group of (unxheduled) Figure 1 : The DCE Backnacking Scheme. repeated until a consistent DOS is found @OS-=DOS, in this example).
Storing Information About Past Backtracking Episodes
The purpose of the Former Dangerous Grows of operations (FDG) maintained by the system is to help determine more efficiently and more precisely the scope of each deadend by focusing on critical resource subproblems. Each p u p of opexations in the FDG consists of operations that are in high contention for the allocation of a same resource. Accordingly, whenever, a conflict is detected that involves some of the operations in one group, the backtracfing procedure checks for consistency m o n g all operations in that group.
The groups of operations in the FDG are built from the Deadend Operation Sets @OS) obtained at the end of previous backfracking episodes @OS,).
Indeed, whenever a backtracking episode is completed, DOS-is expected to contain all the aonflicdng operations at the origin of this episode. Generally, DOSmay involve one or several resource subproblems (i.e. groups of operations requiring the same resource). Each one of these subproblems is merged with relured subproblems currently stored in the PDC. If there is no related group in FDG, the new group is separately added to the data structure. Finally, as operations are scheduled, they are removed from the FDG.
Additional "Watch Dog" Consistency Checks
Because groups of operations in the FDG we likely deadend candidates, our system furthex performs simple "watch dog" checks on these dynamic groups of operations.
More specifically, for each p u p G of operations in FDG, the system performs a rough check to see if the resource can still Bccommodare all the operations in the group. This is done using redundant constraints of the form: Whenever such a constraint is violated, an inconsistency has been detected. Though very simple and inexpensive, these checks enable to catch inconsistencies involving large groups of operations that would not be immediately detected by the default consistency mechanisms some inconsistencies can still escape these rough checks.
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Learning From Failures &FF)
Encounter of a deadend is also often an indication that the default variable ordering was not adequate for dealing with the subproblem at hand. Typically the operations participating in the deadend turn out to be more difficult than the operations selected by the default variable ordering heuristic, It is therefore a good idea-to fvst schedule the operations participating in the conflict that was just resolved. Learning From Fuilwe is an adaptive procedure that overrides the default variable ordering in the presence of conflicts.
After recovering from a deadend (i.e. after lxckuacking all the way to an apparently consistent search state), LFF uses the Partial Conflicting Set (PCS) of the deadend to reorganize the order in which operations will be nscheduled and make sure that operations in the PCS are scheduled first. This is done using a quasi-stack, QS, on which operations in the PCS are pushed in descending ordm of domain size (operations with more available start times go first). If a candidate operation is already in QS, Le. it is encountered for a second time, it is pushed again as though it had a smaller domain. This orders operations in terms of their criticality (most critical operation on top) so as to ensure that, as QS is popped, the most uitical operations will be scheduled Fmt. When QS becomes empty, the search procedure switches back to its default variable ordering heuristic.
A Backjumping Heuristic
Traditional backaack search procadures only undo decisions that have baen proven to be inconsistent. proving that an assignment is inconsistent with others can be very expensive, especially when dealing with large conflicts. Graph-based backjumping and N-th order shallow/deep learning attempt to reduce the complexity of full-blown dependency-directed backtracking by either simplirying the process of identifying inconsistent decisions (e.g. based on the topology of the constraint graph) or restricting the size of the conflicts that can be detected, The Dynamic Consistency Enforcement @CE) p,roctdun described in Section 6 also aims at reducing the complexity of identifying the source of a conflict by dynamically focusing its effort on small critical subpmbletns. Because these techniques focus on smaller conflicts, they all have problems dealing with more complex conflicts involving a large number of variables'. It may in fact turn out that the only effective way to deal with more complex conflicts is by using heuristics that undo decisions not because they have been proved to be inconsistent but simply because they appcar overly restrictive. This is the approach taken in the backjumping heuristic described in this section. Clearly, the resulting search procedure is no longer complete and may fail to find solutions to feasible problems.
'Clearly, there are somc conflicts involving largenumbers of variables that are easy to catch, as illustrated by the watch dog checks described in Section 4. Texture measures such as the ones described in[Fox 891 could be used to estimate the tightness of different search states, for instance, by estimating the numba of global solutions compatible with each search state*, Assignments leading to much tighter search states would be prime candidates to be undone when a complex conflict is suspected. The Backjmping Heuristic (BH) used in this study is simpler and, yet, often seems to get the job done. Whenever the system starts thrashing, this heuristic backjumps all the way to the fist search state and simply tries the next best value (i.e. reservation) for the critical operation in that state (i.e. the first operation selected by the variable ordering heuristic). BH considers that the search procedure is thrashing, and h e m that it is facing a complex conflict, when more than 9 assignments had to be undone since the last time the system was thrashing or since the procedure began, if no thrashing occurmi earlier. 0 is a parameter of the search procedure.
Experimental Results
Two sets of 40 scheduling problems each were generated that differed in the number of major bottlenecks (one and two major bottlenecks respectively). Each problem had 50 operations and 5 resources (i.e., 10 jobs). All jobs were released at the same time and had to be completed by the same due date. In each problem, the common due date was set so that a l l opations had to be scheduled within a rather tight estimate of the problem makespan (see [Sadeh 911 for details). These are the conditions in which the default variabldvalue ordering and consistency enforcing schemes work least effectively (see study reported in [Sadeh 911 ). Among these 80 problems, we only report perfoimancc on problems in which the default schemes were not sufficient to guarantee backuack-free search9. This leaves 16 scheduling problems with one bottleneck, and 15 with two bottlenecks. Additional results are also presented in Appendix I. We successively report the results of two studies. The 6rst study compares the performance of three complete backtrack schemes: chronological backmcking. 2nd-order deep leaming, and the procedure combining the DCE and LFF backtrack schemes described in Section 4 and 5. The second study compares the complete search prooedure using the DCE and LFF backtracking schemes with an incomplete search procedure combining DCE and LFF with the Backjumping Heuristic (BH) described in Section 6.
Comparison of Complete Search Procedures
The two "intelligent" backuscking rechniques, DCE and LFF arc complementary and were used in combination, denoted by DCE & LFFlO. Each of the problems in the experiment set was run using chronological backuacking, 2nd-order decp learning [Dechm 89b] and the DCE & LFF p r d u r e s advocated in Section 4 and 5. The results reported here were obtained using a search limit of 500 nodes and a titne limit of 1800 seconds (except for deep learning, for which *A search state whose partial soluticm is compatible w i t h a large numba of global duaons is a loosely gClearly, @onnance on problems that do not require backuackhg is of no interest to this study. Our consuained search state, wheress one umparible w i t h a small number of global solutions is tightly conseained.
backtracking schemes never get invoked on these problems. and hence CPU time remains unchanged. ' OBBeSides the experiments reported below, additional experiments were performed to assess the benefits of using DCE and LFF separately. These exjmimenu show that both mhniques conbibute to the improvements reported in this section. Results for the one-bottleneck problems are reported in Table 1 . Chronological backtracking solved only 4 problems out of 16. Interestingly enough, deep leaming showed no improvement over chronological backtracking either in the n u m k of problems solved or in CPU time. As a matter of fact, deep learning was even too slow to find solutions to so= of the problems solved by chronological backtracking. This is atmbuted to the fact that the constraints in job shop scheduling are m a tightly interacting than those in the zebra problem, where the improvement of deep learning over naive backhacking was originally ascertained. On the other hand, DCE & LFF solved 10 problems out of 16 (2 out of these 10 problems were successfully proven infeasible). As expected, by focusing on a small number of critical subproblems, DCE & LIT is able to discover larger morc usehl umflicts than 2nd-Order deep learning, while requiring only a fraction of the time. Another observation is that DCE & LFF expanded fewer search states than chronological backtracking for the problems that chronological backtracking solved. However, each of the DCE & LFF expansions took slightly m o~ CPU time, due to the higher level of consistency enforcement.
I
Results for the set of two-bottleneck problems are reportad in Table 2 "This was motivated by the fact that our implementation of deep learning may not be optimal. -
--
Exp.
No. Results on two-bonleneck problrms (See Table 4 ) also suggest that the impact of the backjumping heuristic is particularly effective on these problems. This is athibuted to the fact that two-bottleneck problems give rise to more complex conflicts. Identifying the assignments participating in these more complex conflicts may simply be too difficult for any exact backtrwking scheme. Instead, because it can undo assignments that am not provably wrong but simply appear overly resaictive, BH seems more effective at dealing with these more complex conflicts.
Concluding Remarks
We have presented three "intelligent" backtracking schemes for the job shop scheduling CSP:
1 [Sadeh 911 . The testsuite consists of 6 groups of 10 problems. Each problem requires scheduling 10 jobs on 5 resources (50 operations total). Each job has a linear process routing specifying a sequence in which it has to visit each one of the five resources. This sequence varies from one job to another, except for a predetermined number of bottleneck resources (one or two in these experiments) which are always visited after the same number of steps. The six groups of problems were obtained by varying two parameters:
1. the number of apriori bottlenecks (BTNK): one (BTNK=l) or two (BTNK=2). and 2. the spread (SP) of release and due dates between which each job has to be scheduled: wide (SP=W), narrow (SP=N), or null (SP = 0 ) .
Additional details on how these scheduling problems were obtained can be found in [Sadeh 911 . 
